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C. Thomas Howard, PhD, is the CEO 
and chief investment officer at Ath-
enaInvest, Inc., a Colorado-based 
investment manager. Tom oversees 
Athena’s ongoing research which has 
led to a number of patents, industry 
publications and conference presen-
tations. He is a professor emeritus at 
the Reiman School of Finance, Dan-
iels College of Business, University of 
Denver where he taught courses and 
published articles for over 30 years 
in the areas of investment manage-
ment and international finance.

He is the co-manager of the Athe-
na Global Tactical ETFs, a separate-
ly managed account. As of June 30, 
2018, since its inception in Septem-
ber 2010, it has had an annualized 
return of 19.0%, outperforming its 
benchmark, the MSCI All Country 
World Index (ACWI) by 900 basis 
points. It is rated five- stars by Morn-
ingstar.

I interviewed Tom last week.

Bob: What is the objective of the 
Global Tactical Strategy and what 
factors do you use to determine 
the asset allocation?

Tom: The objective of Global Tacti-
cal is to build long-horizon wealth 
by investing in the most attractive 
market at the right time. We use 
our patented market barometers, 
which capture deep behavior-
al currents in U.S. large and small 
caps as well as international de-
veloped markets, to determine our 
market rotation strategy.

Bob: You say that you use be-
havioral factors. What does that 
mean? What are the signals? Are 
they related to sentiment?

Tom: We measure deep behavior-
al currents by means of our three 
market barometers. We have iden-
tified the self-declared strategies 
being pursued by roughly 2,000 
U.S. and 800 International active 
equity mutual funds domiciled in 
the US. These have been organized 
into 10 U.S. and international strat-
egy peer groups that span the eq-
uity markets.

Our barometers capture how in-
vestors are rewarding each of 
these strategies over the last year 
relative to their long-term perfor-
mance. In this way we capture the 
deep behavioral investor prefer-
ences for one strategy relative to 
another which can drive market 
returns. You can think of these in 
the same way as you do about the 
deep ocean currents that drive 
global weather.

Our market barometers represent 
a “put your money where your 
mouth is” kind of behavioral mea-
sure as compared to the more typ-
ical “how are you feeling about...” 
sentiment surveys. At Athena, we 
only use the former type of mea-
sure to proxy for investor and fund 
manager behavior. 

Bob: How frequently do you mea-
sure the signals and how frequent-
ly do you trade?

Tom: We measure signals monthly 
and trade if need be. We typically 
hold our ETF positions six to nine 
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months on average.

Bob: You mentioned that the fund 
is tactical. Most advisors associ-
ate tactical investing with mar-
ket timing and have a dim view of 
the likelihood that it will generate 
risk-adjusted outperformance. 
How do you respond to that con-
cern?

Tom: My own research confirms 
the difficulty of generating superi-
or returns when trading over very 
short time periods. Our research 
has naturally led us away from this 
type of short-term trading and in-
stead we focus on medium to long-
term signals and trends. This is the 
behavioral sweet spot for us.

We trade based on deep behav-
ioral currents in the market rath-
er than on the daily surface-chop 
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upon which so many others focus. 
The actual signal, its frequency, 
persistence and reliability are the 
key drivers.

Bob: What investment vehicles do 
you use to implement the strategy 
and why?

Tom: At any one time we are in-
vested in a single ETF representing 
the best market based on our 
ba-rometers. We can invest in US 
small-cap, US large-cap, or international 
developed equity ETFs and their 2X 
equivalents. We can also move 
to cash if our barome-ters signal 
very weak markets.

Bob: You are both 
opportunistic and defensive. 
Can you explain that?

Tom: If a market signal is 
strong enough, we go double-
long in that market. We have been 
double-long about half of the 
months since GTs September 
2010 inception. On the other 
hand, if our barometers signal 
weak markets, we move into 
cash since that would be the 
market with the highest 
expected return. We think of this 
as a cata-strophic insurance 
signal, that is, when expected 
stock market re-turns are low or 
even negative.

Bob: You say you use only 
one ETF? Isn’t that a highly 
concen-trated position?

Tom: We use only broad-
market ETFs, so the portfolio is 
holding hundreds of stock 
positions at any one time. Our 
research shows that taking a 
single high-conviction po-sition in 
the highest expected re-turn 
market, based on our barome-
ters, generates the highest 
returns.

Bob: And you mention that 
you use leveraged ETFs? Isn’t 
that risky?

Tom: Yes, we take 2X leverage 
po-

sitions in broad market ETFs over 
extended periods, which have con-
tributed strongly to our outperfor-
mance. Our own research, as well 
as research by others, confirms 
that holding leveraged ETFs over 
long time periods works very well 
assuming that you use the correct 
level of leverage. Using inverse or 
highly levered ETFs such as 3x or 

4x can create volatility drag that 
will destroy returns if held for ex-
tended periods of time.

Use of leverage needs to be done 
carefully and should be rules-
based. I think the regulations are 
aimed at controlling speculative 
applications and potential misuse.

Bob: How do you manage risk in 
the strategy? How do you view 
risk versus volatility?

Tom: As I mentioned previously, 
we do invest 100% in cash when 
our barometers signal very weak 
equity markets. However, we do 
not respond to frequently occur-
ring short-term drawdowns.

We do not view volatility as 
risk when building long-horizon 
wealth. We view real risk as un-
derperformance or falling short of 
one’s investment goal at the end 
of their investment horizon. If you 
had invested $10,000 in Global 
Tactical at inception September 
1, 2010, your portfolio would be 
worth $39,038 (after fees, before 
taxes) on June 30, 2018. The MSCI 
ACWI benchmark would have pro-

duced a portfolio worth $21,312 
over the same period. The fact that 
you ended up with roughly half as 
much money by investing in the 
benchmark rather than Global Tac-
tical   is the true investment risk in 
this situation.

Volatility is a measure of emotions 
that drive day-to-day behaviors 

in the market. It is not a risk when 
building long-horizon wealth.

Bob: You can go to 100% cash. 
When do you do that and how of-
ten has it happened? What is your 
cash position now? Can investors 
infer anything about your oppor-
tunity set based on your cash po-
sition?

Tom: Since GTs 2010 inception, 
while we have come close at times, 
we have not yet gone to 100% cash. 
Our research back to 1980 shows 
that our objective, rules-based de-
cisions would have invested the 
portfolio in cash in about half of 
the early 2000s Dot Com bust and 
for all but a couple of months of 
the 2007-09 market crash. So, our 
signals don’t have us respond to 
the frequent market drawdowns, 
but instead to true bear market 
crashes.

We currently have no cash in the 
portfolio. We are either 0% or 100% 
cash. For the former, the inference 
is that equity market expected re-
turns are attractive. We only go to 
cash when expected returns are ei-
ther low or even negative.
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We trade based on deep behavioral 
currents in the market rather than on the daily 

surface-chop upon which so many  
others focus. The actual signal, its frequency, 

persistence and reliability are 
the key drivers.
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Bob: You currently have an eight-
year track record. Have you tested 
how this strategy will work histor-
ically and how robust is that test?

Tom: The objective trading rules 
of this portfolio were tested from 
1980 through 2009. The model 
worked quite differently but quite 
well in each decade. In the 80’s, 
the portfolio was often invested in 
2X EAFE. In the 90’s it was most-
ly invested in the S&P 500, and in 
the 00’s it spent time alternating 
between multiple 2X positions and 
cash positions. As I mentioned ear-
lier, the portfolio was in cash for 
about half of the Dot Com bust 
and all but a couple of months for 
the 2007-09 market crash.

GTs actual returns since 2010 
closely match the roughly 20% av-
erage return experienced during 
the 1980-2009 test period.

Bob: It looks like small-cap stocks 
are breaking out to new highs 
and outperforming large cap. Do 
you see the strategy shifting into 
small caps soon?

Tom: Our large-cap market barom-
eter has been strengthening in re-
cent months while our small-cap 
barometer has remained flat. From 
our perspective, we do not see a 
behavioral shift happening at this 
point.

Bob: How does your global tacti-
cal strategy fit in client portfolios?

Tom: We suggest it as an under-
weight/overweight, 20% to 30% 
allocation of an overall portfolio. 
We then execute the underweight/
overweight trade in the designat-
ed portion. In that way the entire 
portfolio does not have to be trad-
ed to respond to changing market 
conditions. Most of our advisors 
use our Global Tactical strategy 
in this way for their client portfo-
lios. It can also be used as an al-
pha generating strategy in a strat-
egy-diverse portfolio or as a global 
macro alternative.
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Disclaimer: The material in this interview should not be considered an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of any 
specific securities, investments, or investment strategies. It should not be assumed that recommendations of AthenaInvest 
made herein or in the future will be profitable or will equal the past performance records of any AthenaInvest investment 
strategy or product. There can be no assurance that future recommendations will achieve comparable results. Opinions 
contained herein may change, without notice, in reaction to shifting economic, market, business, and other conditions. 
These views may not be relied upon as investment advice or as an indication of trading intent on behalf of AthenaInvest.
 
You are solely responsible for determining whether any investment, investment strategy, security or related transaction is ap-
propriate for you based on your personal investment objectives financial circumstances. You should consult with a qualified 
financial adviser, legal or tax professional regarding your specific situation. Investments involve risk and are not guaranteed.


